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Agenda

• Almost six months into implementation phase.
• Short update on how the process looks from our 

side, more specifically:
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i) Background for the Strategy
ii) Outline of the implementation process and the 

governance structure
iii) Alignment of funding
iv) Reporting issues



1. Why an EU Strategy for the Baltic 
Sea Region?

• Requested by the European Council, inter alia help to address 
the urgent environmental challenges

• A need to speed up implementation of important priorities
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• An integrated approach to 
identify needs, solutions and 
match them to available 
resources

• Four pillars: 1) Environment     
2) Economy 3) Energy and 
Transport 4) Safety and 
security



Implementation
• Rolling Action Plan for the Baltic Sea Region with 15 

priority areas, actions and examples of 80 flagship 
projects

• Example of flagships: 
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• Example of flagships: 
– Remove phosphates in detergents
– Create a fund for innovation and research
– Integrate maritime surveillance systems
– Connect the Baltic States to the energy networks



Implementation

• Simple implementation system: making better use of existing 
institutions, funding and legislation (no new structures, laws, money)

• Policy development: European Council
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• Coordination, monitoring and follow-
up: European Commission

• Implementation on the ground: 
Member State or equivalent to 
coordinate Priority Area; Ministry, 
agency, or other body to lead 
flagship projects



Alignment of funding

• Structural Funds and other funding sources
• Lab Group
• Conference in Riga
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• Conference in Riga
• Bilateral meetings in Member States
• Trust fund possibility

Aim: to achieve better coordination and more focus 
on the priorities of the Strategy



Reviews and reporting

• Action Plan to be dynamic. HLG discussed first 
round of updates on 12 April 2010

• The first review in Council of the Strategy will take 
place during the PL presidency in 2011, to be 
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place during the PL presidency in 2011, to be 
followed during later BSR presidencies: 
– DK 2012, LT 2013, LV 2015

• Informal 2010 report – PAC contributions 30 June
• Annual Forum 2010: 14-15 October in Tallinn



Present situation
• Priority Areas launching work. Most kick-off meetings 

held or scheduled.

– Importance of avoiding duplication. In PA11 the new 
steering committee has been found to be a better 
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steering committee has been found to be a better 
forum for discussion than existing fora. Back-to-back 
meetings, etc.

• Domestic re-organisation

• Early results are starting to show

• Other macro-regions looking to follow…



Conclusion
• Very demanding process which aims at improving 

coherence and coordination  between a large number 
of: policies and priorities (at european, national, 
regional level), instruments and programmes, 
partners (public, NGO, private), countries and regions 
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partners (public, NGO, private), countries and regions 
(sometimes heterogeneous)

• Macro-regional strategy combination of strong 
political committment, preparedness to multilevel 
governance and knowledge management 
experience;



Conclusion

• Importance of intensity and maturity of 
cooperation;

• Need for a clear common vision on a limited 
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• Need for a clear common vision on a limited 
number of key issues and of focused 
priorities

• The development of new macro-regional 
strategies should be considered in the light of the 
first results from Baltic and Danube strategies



Thank you for your attention!
EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region: an integrated framework to 

address the challenges and opportunities of the Baltic Sea Region
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http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperation/baltic/index_en.htm


